Frontier offers a cost-effective and efficient method to extend WAN connectivity throughout our footprint with E-Path. Our single OSS Infrastructure allows you to share one External Network-to-Network Interface (ENNI) across multiple Frontier LATAs when using our EVPL service. This innovative approach provides greater integration for your customer’s regional or national WANs and saves you time and resources by reducing the number of required interconnects.

E-Path aggregates your interconnections to give you greater cost and network routing efficiencies. It is no longer mileage sensitive and we are using an industry standard Performance Tier structure.

FRONTIER WHOLESALE: DID YOU KNOW?

Frontier’s expanded network has over 180,000 route miles of fiber, so we can provide you coverage where you need. Our Ethernet enabled network is available in over 1,300 wire centers, making it easy for you to reach us. Frontier Wholesale has deep experience and expertise in Ethernet services, and participates in MEF’s Ethernet Interconnect Project, which is working to simplify interconnects for Wholesale customers.

Thank you for taking the time to learn more about Frontier Wholesale, and the cutting-edge services we can offer you. Be sure to ask your account manager about all the changes we’ve made to our business to better help you grow yours.

frontier.com/wholesale
wholesale_inquiry@ftr.com